Sidebar

Current Offerings
There are several companies currently offering a variety of devices to output smell under computer control, suitable for installations or for custom control applications. Herein is a sampling:

A2Ci
Paris
www.olfacom.com
The Olfacom diffuser uses scents encapsulated in polymer beads: single-scent serial-controlled devices suitable for emitting scents to small areas or groups are currently available, and six-scent devices controlled by USB, serial and Bluetooth are currently being tested.

aerome
Dusseldorf, Germany
www.aerome.de
aerome specializes in smell output systems suitable for fragrance counter kiosks and the like. Their system allows output of the original scent, and can output scents from liquids, or solids such as cinnamon bark or whole vanilla beans.

Aromasys
Saint Paul, MN
Aromasys concentrates on HVAC-installed systems providing scent for the hospitality industry, notably hotels and casinos.

DaleAir
Kirkham, England
www.daleair.com
DaleAir provides systems for environmental fragrancing, and is planning a computerized multi-scent output system in the future. DaleAir systems are used in the Jorvik Viking Museum in York, England, and in the Natural History Museum in London, England, among others.

Microscent
Eugene, OR
www.microscent.net
Microscent produces a commercial scent vortex generator, suitable for providing focused scent to an individual user.

Osmooze
Drôme, France
www.osmooze.com
Osmooze produces the USB P@D, a USB-controlled single scent output device with a selection of about 10 gel-based scents prepackaged in custom cartridges.
**ScentAir**  
Santa Barbara CA/Orlando FL  
www.scentair.com  
ScentAir concentrates on systems for environmental fragrancing. Their basic product, ScentAir Commercial, emits single scents; more elaborate systems are also available. Disney, FAO Schwartz, HEB Grocers and others use ScentAir systems.

**Trisenx**  
Savannah, GA  
www.trisenx.com  
Trisenx has recently released their updated software platform, and have launched a USB-controlled 20-scent smell output device. Cartridge sets available include food and natural fragrances; custom cartridges are also available.